FIND OUT YOUR HIV STATUS IN THE PRIVACY OF YOUR HOME

Free HIV Self Testing Kit

CALL THE CLINIC: (205)-638-9400
GETTING YOUR FREE TEST
Call the UAB Family Clinic and answer a few questions. Within a week you’ll get your test in the mail.

CALLING THE CLINIC

NO WORRIES THE CLINIC WILL HELP
The Clinic will be available by phone when completing the test. You will provide a sample of saliva, or spit, and the test will determine if you have antibodies to HIV.

GETTING YOUR RESULTS
UNDERSTANDING YOUR STATUS
The clinic will talk with you about your status. If the test is negative, we will discuss ways to prevent HIV. If your test is positive, we will connect you to services for additional testing and options for care.

IMPORTANCE OF GETTING TESTED
UNDERSTANDING TRANSMISSION
Anyone can get HIV, and getting tested is the only way to know if you have it. You can get HIV through exchanging bodily fluids like blood and semen, like when having unprotected sex or sharing needles.